
① The Question

Question Which partial orders can be embedded on the

Turing degrees in a Borel way?

More formally . . . written AEBB

Def If A and B are Ñ3orel binary relations on 20
,

say A is Borel reducible to B if there is a

Borel function f : 2W → 2W such that

ltxiy c- 2W Acxiy) ⇐ B.G-G), fly))
quasi-orders

Question
,
restated which Borel par-Ee.rs on 2°

are Borel reducible to Turing reducibility?

Seems kind of unfair, since IT is not a partial
order on 2W, but just a quasi-order↳ reflexive

, transitive relation
="partial order

" where

some elements are equivalent



quasi-orders
Question

,
restated which Borel par-HY.rs on 2°

are Borel reducible to Turing reducibility?

In the Turing degrees , every element has at
most countably many predecessors
The same must be true of any quasi- order which
is reducible to £-1

Is that the only restriction?

Def A- quasi- order CQ , E) is called locally countable
if for any qe Q, the set

{ p c- Q 1 ps q?
is countable

Question, final form Is every locally countable Borel quasi-
order on 2W Borel reducible to Turing reducibility?



② Why?

Why should we care about this question?

Two reasons ① Sacks 's question : which partial
orders embed into the Tuning degrees?
This is the Borel version

② kechris's conjecture : Every countable

✓ Borel equivalence relation is Borel
reducible to Turing equivalence

contradicts Martin's This is a strengthening of
conjecture (Part 1) Rectums's conjecture

sacks's question & keohvis's conjecture/ Martin's conjecture
are two of the most long-standing open questions
about the global structure of the Turing degrees



④ Sacks 's Question

Question Does every locally countable, size- continuum
partial order embed onto the Tuning degrees

↳ no req't to be Borel↳
partial us. quasi- order
makes no dotoherence were locally countable partial order

what's known ① Every size w, embeds

so answer is "

yes
"

assuming CH

② Independent of ZF

③ Universal size continuum Lopo's exist
"Hereditarily a column of"

what's not known Independent of ZFC?



④ Martin's conjecture ←
Part 1 only

Basic idea zf f :D, →⑧→Ññng degreesis a Borel function then

either eventually f is constant ore f- (E)ZTX
↳what does this mean?

Def A cone of Turing degrees is a set of the form
{ y l yet ✗ § for some fixed€

↳ called the "base" of the cone

Def f : 2W → 2W 0s Turing invariant if
Hay C- 2W ✗ => y ⇒ f-G)I> fly)

Conjecture (Part 1 of Marton's conjecture) If f : zw→ 2° is

a Turing invariant Borel function then either
① Fc s-t. f-(8) It C for all ✗ in some come

or ② f(⇒ ZT for all ✗ in some come

uses Borelsuperusetul ← determinacy✓ Thin (Martin) Every Borel set of Turing degrees either
contains a cone or is disjoint from a come



④ Kecihnts 's conjecture
Def An equivalence relation is countable if all its

equivalence classes are countable

conjecture Ckechris) Every countable Borel equivalence relation
on 2W is Borel reducible to Turing equivalence
This contradicts part 1 of Martin's conjecture Both contain

a cone!

pI Assume kechris & Marton both true 7 9
Have Borel reduction f of De ✗2 to D>
Get two functions DT→ De

Sfo : 1St copy→ Dictbl- to- one
2 f, : 2nd copy→ DT

Martin : to not constant on a cone⇒ f.g)↳ + on a

Conjecture f , not constant on a cone⇒ f,G)ZTX on a cone
Marton : range(fo) contains a cone

DT

Cthm) range (4) contains a come

But any 2 cones have a come in their intersection Contradiction



Conjecture Ckechris) Every countable Borel equivalence relation
on 2W is Borel reducible to Turing equivalence

Original question Is every locally ctbl Borel quasi-order Borel
reducible to Turing reducibility?

This is stronger than kechros's conjecture
A countable equivalence relation is a locally etbl quasi- order

!
! ¥0

Typical ctbleqwiv.net. Typical lcqo
A Borel reduction from f : E→ IT from a dbl Borel

equivalence relation ( thought of as a Borel lcqo) to -7
is a Borel reduction. of C-→ It

It sends different equivalence classes to incomparably
Turing degrees rather than just different Turing degrees



③ The Answer

Question Is every locally ctbl Borel quasi-order Borel reducible
to Turing reducibility?

Answer No !

Def f : 2W → 2W is Turing- order- preserving if
xiyE2w ✗Say ⇒ fcs) ET fly]

Them CL . -Siskind) Part 1 of Marton's conjecture holds for
all Borel Turing- order- preserving functions

similar to Kechros ⇒ >Marton
, this shows 2 disjoint

copies of Ee cannot be Borel reduced to one copy

Natural follow - up question so which ones and Borel
reducible to Se ?



+ A Generalization

Question Which locally countable Bovet quasi-orders are
Borel reducible to Turing reducibility?

Example 1 It ✗ 2 is not reducible

Def A quasi
-order CQ , 5) is countably directed

if every countable subset of
Q has an upper bound

Example Turing reducibility
taro , ✗ i , xz , . . - - f has upper bound ⑦ ✗i = ¥!!÷TEN

Example 2- Po WP , is not reducible
where Po , P, are any uncountable,
countably directed Borel leqo 's

↳
Proof is very similar to thin on previous page



+ 3 > 2

Question which locally countable Bovet quasi-orders are
Borel reducible to Turing reducibility?

Example 3 (Higuchi - L .) Any locally countable Borel partial
order of height 2 is reducible

Example 4 (Higuchi - L) I locally countable Borel partial
order of height 3 not reducible

Def A quasi- order CQ
, E) has weight n of the longest

strict chain ×
, f- xz 9- . . . has length in

= Q can be divided into n "

layers
"

•

.tt/oI:\
.
Height z

Warning Partial order of height 2 is much more
restrictive than quasi- order of height 2
Proving example 3 for quad -orders of height
2 would prove keohris's conjecture



④ The Proof Csort of)

-1hm (rtogwehi- 2.) Every locally countable Borel partial
order of height 2 is Borel reducible to IT

pf (sketch CQ , E) is a locally ctbl Borel partial order
of weight 2

Q
,
= 1st level Qz - 2nd level

By Lusin- Novikov
,
Q , & Qz are Borel

① Embed 1st level
Classic thin : F perfect set of mutually 1-generic reals

Map each ✗ c- Q, to a diff. generic

② Embed 2nd level

map each ye Qz to a generically chosen upper
bound for images of its predecessors on Q,

↳ can enumerate using Lusin-Novikov

why can't we just repeat step ② for a 3rd level?



Common ingredient on all A new
"
basis them" for

the non- reducibility proofs perfect sets

Them ( L . - Siskind) If P c- 2W is a perfect set, As P is a
countable dense subset of P and a is a real which

computes every element of A then
V-✗ F- yiiyz , yz ,yq£P (✗ IT a toy ,② yz toys⑧ya)

* ☒p€Ñ
ur↳

A yi's

Apology I know this looks really technical



Common ingredient on all A new
"
basis them" for

the non- reducibility proofs perfect sets

Them ( L . - Siskind) If P c- 2W is a perfect set, AE P is a
countable dense subset of P and a is a real which

computes every element of A then
V-✗ F- yiiyz , yrs ,yq£P (✗ IT at y ,② yz⑧Ys⑧y&)

Used in combination with . . .

-1hm Gustin?] Every uncountable Ei! set contains a

perfect set
& ctbtto-one

⇒ if f : 2W→ 2° Borelv & AE 2W Borel &
uncountable then f- (A) contains a perfect set



7hm ( Higuchi- L .) There is a locally ctbl Borel partial order
of height 3 that is not Borel reducible to Ee

pf_ Csketoh) levels of Pi P
,

1st level

Pz 2nd level

P,
3rd level

f : P → ET

c above a, f-
'Cyd

B
notabove b

TnwYdegre#
f-(c) IT f(b)

- contradiction!

•
÷÷" ""

.bPz

..⇒
✓ perfect subset of FCR)
f-
'(A)
#Cy ,)

ctbl dense
subset A



7hm ( Higuchi- L .) There is a locally ctbl Borel partial order
of height 3 that is not Borel reducible to Ee

pf_ Csketoh) Does a P with all necessary properties exist?

What did we use?

② Bovell, locally countable , height 3
② Level 1 uncountable
③ Every ctbl subset of level L has an

upper bound on level 2
④ For every tonite subset of levels 1 & 2 & pt in

bevel 2 not in that subset
,
there is an upper

bed for the finite set in level 3 that is
hot above the pt

Can check that it is easy to construct P to

satisfy these conditions



⑤ Lessons

One strategy to answer sacks 's question :
To embed CP

, E) in DT , use transfinite ? "one-by-one"
recursion on P to define embedding S approach

This works if IPI - w ,
Does not work on general
7hm (Groszek-Shaman) It is consistent that there is a
maximal independent set in Da of size less than 124
↳ If we choose badly , we could get stuck

Another approach
Embed 1st level of P as a perfect get 2

"
a" at

once"

of generics , 2nd level as generic upper bds, etc) approach

Maybe thos works for P well- founded ? No !

As soon as
you
let a perfect set into the range

of your embedding , you have lost



⑥ Questions

Two open questions

① Is it provable in ZFC that every locally countable

partial order on 2W of weight three embeds
in DT ?

Probably !
But if so

,
must use new techniques

② Is every locally countable Borel quasi order
of weight 1 Borel reducible to IT ?

I think not

Refuting this is easier than refuting Kechros's
conjecture


